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Abstract. Face anti-spoofing (FAS) approaches based on unsupervised
domain adaption (UDA) have drawn growing attention due to promising performances for target scenarios. Most existing UDA FAS methods typically fit the trained models to the target domain via aligning
the distribution of semantic high-level features. However, insufficient supervision of unlabeled target domains and neglect of low-level feature
alignment degrade the performances of existing methods. To address
these issues, we propose a novel perspective of UDA FAS that directly
fits the target data to the models, i.e., stylizes the target data to the
source-domain style via image translation, and further feeds the stylized
data into the well-trained source model for classification. The proposed
Generative Domain Adaptation (GDA) framework combines two carefully designed consistency constraints: 1) Inter-domain neural statistic
consistency guides the generator in narrowing the inter-domain gap. 2)
Dual-level semantic consistency ensures the semantic quality of stylized
images. Besides, we propose intra-domain spectrum mixup to further expand target data distributions to ensure generalization and reduce the
intra-domain gap. Extensive experiments and visualizations demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method against the state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords: Face anti-spoofing, unsupervised domain adaptation
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Introduction

Face recognition (FR) techniques [12,35,71,114,45,80] have been widely utilized
in identity authentication products, e.g., smartphones login, access control, etc.
Despite its gratifying progress in recent years, FR systems are vulnerable to face
presentation attacks (PA), e.g., printed photos, video replay, and etc. To protect
such FR systems from various face presentation attacks, face anti-spoofing (FAS)
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Fig. 1: Conventional UDA FAS methods typically force the model fit to the target
data via performing the high-level feature alignment across domains. However,
insufficient supervisions and neglect of low-level feature alignment inevitably
affect the discrimination ability of FAS models. Instead, we aim to directly fit the
target data to the source-trained models in a reverse manner via both the highlevel and low-level alignment. By generating source-style images and predicting
with a well-trained model, we address these issues without changing models

attracts great attention. Nowadays, based on hand-crafted features [2,55,16,37,88],
and deeply-learned features [13,44,61,97,101,47,102], several methods achieve
promising performance in intra-dataset scenarios. However, they all suffer from
performance degradation when adapting to the target domains in real-world
scenarios due to the domain gap across different domains.
To improve the generalization, FAS approaches based on domain generalization (DG) and unsupervised domain adaption (UDA) have been proposed
on cross-domain scenarios. However, DG FAS approaches [68,31,69,49,48,9,111]
only utilize the seen data in the training stage, which fail in utilizing the information of the target data, thus resulting in unsatisfactory performance on
the target domain. Although UDA FAS methods [77,40,76,32,66,107,72] utilize
both the labeled source domain and the unlabeled target domain to bridge the
domain gap, most of them typically fit the models to the target domain via
aligning the distribution of semantic high-level features, as shown in Fig. 1 (a),
without considering the specificity of FAS task. On the one hand, since the insufficient supervision of the target domain, fitting to it may inevitably affect the
discrimination ability of the source model. On the other hand, as pointed out
in [34], low-level features are especially vital to the FAS task. Thus, the above
towards-target distribution alignment based on only high-level features may not
be the most suitable way for UDA FAS.
To address the above issues, we propose a novel perspective of unsupervised
domain adaptation (UDA) for face anti-spoofing (FAS). Different from existing
methods that fit the models to the target data, we aim to directly fit the target
data to the well-trained models, keeping the source-trained models unchanged,
as shown in Fig. 1 (b). To achieve such fitting, we reformulate the unsupervised
domain adaptation (UDA) in FAS as a domain stylization problem to stylize
the target data with the source-domain style, and the stylized data is further
fed into the well-trained source model for classification. In this work, we pro-
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pose Generative Domain Adaptation (GDA) framework combining two carefully
designed consistency constraints. Specifically, we present inter-domain neural
statistic consistency (NSC) to guide the generator toward producing the sourcestyle images, which fully aligns the target feature statistics with the source ones
in both high-levels and low-levels, and narrows the inter-domain gap efficiently.
Besides, to maintain the semantic qualities and liveness information of the target
data during the stylization procedure, we introduce a dual-level semantic consistency (DSC) on both image level and feature level. Moreover, intra-domain
spectrum mixup (SpecMix) is presented to further expand the target data distribution to ensure that the generator could correctly translate the unseen target
domain to the source-style domain. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that reveals the potential of image translation for UDA FAS.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel perspective of unsupervised domain adaptation for face
anti-spoofing that directly fits the target data to the source model by stylizing
the target data with the source-domain style via image translation.
• To ensure the stylization, we present a Generative Domain Adaptation
framework combined with two carefully designed consistency constraints, interdomain neural statistic consistency (NSC) and dual-level semantic consistency
(DSC). And intra-domain spectrum mixup (SpecMix) is presented to further
expand the target data distribution to ensure generalization.
• Extensive experiments and visualizations demonstrate the effectiveness of
our proposed method against the state-of-the-art competitors.

2

Related Work

Face Anti-Spoofing. Face anti-spoofing (FAS) aims to detect a face image
whether taken from a real person or various face presentation attacks [4,10,7,8].
Pioneer works utilize handcrafted features to tackle this problem, such as SIFT [62],
LBP [2,55,16], and HOG [37,88]. Several methods utilize the information from
different domains, such as HSV and YCrCb color spaces [2,3], temporal domains [70,1], and Fourier spectrum [43]. Recent approaches leverage CNN to
model FAS with binary classification [13,44,61,100] or additional supervision,
e.g., depth map [97], reflection map [101] and r-ppg signal [47,27]. Other methods adopt disentanglement [102,52] and custom operators [98,96,6] to improve
the performance. Despite good outcomes in the intra-dataset setting, their performances still drop significantly on target domains due to large domain shifts.
Cross-Domain Face Anti-Spoofing. To improve the performances under the
cross-domain settings, domain generalization (DG) [41,39,106,57] is introduced
into FAS tasks. Nevertheless, DG FAS methods [68,31,69,49,48,9,111] aim to
map the samples into a common feature space and lack the specific information
of the unseen domains, inevitably resulting in unsatisfactory results. Considering
the availability of the unlabeled target data in real-world applications, several
works tackle the above issue based on unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA)
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methods. Recent studies of UDA FAS mainly rely on pseudo labeling [66,54],
adversarial learning [40,77,76,32] or minimizing domain discrepancy [32,40] to
narrow the domain shifts. However, they still suffer from insufficient supervision
of the unlabeled target domains, which may cause the negative transfer to the
source models. Besides, most works mainly focus on the alignment of high-level
semantic features, overlooking the low-level features which are essential to the
FAS tasks. In contrast, we aim to address these two issues for UDA FAS.
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation. Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA)
aims to bridge the domain shifts between the labeled source domain and unlabeled target domain. Recent methods focus on adversarial learning [17,73,63,56],
self-training [115,116,14,84], consistency regularization [11,108,109,112], prototypical alignment [85,103,33], feature disentanglement [82,5,110] and image translation [24,21,94,93,53,30,105,20,26,25]. Despite its gratifying progress, such “modelfitting-to data” paradigm is not practical for FAS task due to plenty of different
domains in real-world scenarios. Besides, the discrimination ability of the source
model may also be affected during re-training. In contrast, we propose a new
yet practical approach that adapts the target data to the source model, keeping
the source model unchanged. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
that reveals the potential of image translation for UDA FAS.

3
3.1

Methodology
Overview

In UDA FAS, we have access to the labeled source domain, denoted as Ds =
{(xs , ys ) | xs ⊂ RH×W ×3 , ys ∈ [0, 1] , and the unlabeled target domain, denoted
as Dt = {(xt ) | xt ⊂ RH×W ×3 . Regarding that insufficient supervision and
neglect of low-level feature alignment in previous UDA FAS approaches lead to
inferior performances, we are motivated to perform both the high-level and lowlevel feature alignment and make the target data fit to the model in a reverse
manner. Our training include two stages: the first phase using the source domains
only for training the FAS models, including a feature extractor F , a classifier H,
a depth estimator R; the second phase for domain adaptation. During the latter
phase, only the image generator G is optimized, and other source models with
an ImageNet pre-trained VGG module ϕ are fixed during the adaptation.
Fig. 2 shows the overall GDA framework. We aim to stylize the unlabeled
target domain to the source-style domain, making the unlabeled target data fit
to the source models, so that the well-trained models do not need to be changed.
To mitigate the intra-domain gap, input images are firstly diversified in continuous frequency space via intra-domain spectrum mixup (SpecMix) to produce
augmented images. Then, the generator translates both the original and the diversified target images into the source-style images. To extract the source style
information to guide the image translation, we match the generated statistics
of the source-style images with those stored source statistics in the pre-trained
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Fig. 2: Overview of Generative Domain Adaptation framework. The parameters
of the source-trained models are fixed during adaptation. Given the unlabeled
target data, we only optimize the parameters of the generator G. Firstly, we
generate diversified target images via intra-domain spectrum mixup (SpecMix),
thus enhancing the generalization abilities of the generator G in bridging the
intra-domain gap. Then, inter-domain neural statistic consistency (NSC) fully
matches generated feature statistics with the stored ones in high level and low
levels, thus mitigating the inter-domain gap. Thus, the translated images can retain the source style. Furthermore, we introduce dual-level semantic consistency
(DSC) to ensure content-preserving and prevent form semantic distortions

model via inter-domain neural statistic consistency (NSC), thus bridging the
inter-domain gap. Finally, to preserve the target content and prevent semantic
distortions during the generation, we propose a dual-level semantic consistency
(DSC) on both the feature level and image level.
3.2

Generative Domain Adaptation

Inter-domain Neural Statistic Consistency. Batch normalization (BN) [29]
normalizes each input feature within a mini-batch in a channel-wise manner so
that the output has zero-mean and unit-variance. Let B and {zi }B
i=1 denote the
mini-batch size and the input features to the batch normalization, respectively.
The key to the BN layer is to compute the batch-wise statistics, e.g., means µ
and variances σ 2 of the features within the mini-batch:
µ←

B
B
1 X
1 X
2
xi , σ 2 ←
(xi − µ) ,
B i=1
B i=1

(1)
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In the first phase of training FAS models, the source statistics µ̄n+1
and σ̄sn+1
s
at step n + 1 are exponential moving average of that at step n with a ratio α:
  \begin {aligned} \bar {\mu }^{n+1}_s &=(1-\alpha ) \bar {\mu }^{n}_s+\alpha \mu ^{n}_s \\ \left (\bar {\sigma }^{n+1}_s\right )^{2} &=(1-\alpha )\left (\bar {\sigma }^{n}_s\right )^{2}+\alpha \left (\sigma ^{n}_s\right )^{2} \end {aligned} 

(2)
We observe that such neural statistics [67,29] of the source features stored in the
well-trained FAS models provide sufficient supervisions for both the low-level
and high-level features, which can represent domain-specific styles and could
be fully used to aid the distribution alignment in UDA. However, the previous methods only use the output features of high-level layers for distribution
alignment, and are unable to make full use of rich and discriminative liveness
cues in low-level features, which is vital to FAS tasks. Thus, given those stored
BN statistics,
we can easily estimate the source-style distribution Ds̃ , where

Ds̃ = (xs̃ ) | xs̃ = G (xt ) ⊂ RH×W ×3 .
Inspired by data-free knowledge distillation [95], we propose an inter-domain
neural statistic consistency loss Lstat to match the feature statistics between
the running mean µ̄s̃ , running variances σ̄s̃ of the source-style data Ds̃ and the
stored statistics µ¯s , σ̄s of source models M , thus bridging the inter-domain gap:

  \mathcal {L}_{\text {stat }}=\frac {1}{L} \sum _{l=1}^{L} \left \{ \left \|\bar {\mu }_{\tilde {s}}^{l}-\bar {\mu _{\mathrm {s}}}^{l}\right \|_{2}+\left \|\bar {\sigma }_{\tilde {s}}^{l}-\bar {\sigma }_{\mathrm {s}}^{l}\right \|_{2} \right \} 

(3)

where l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L} denotes the layer l in the source-trained models, including
the feature extractor F , classifier H, and depth estimator R. Guided by loss
Lstat , we could approximate the source-style domain that has the similar style
as the source domain. Different from [95] that generates image contents from an
input random noise, our NSC uses BN statistics alignment as one constraint to
stylize the input images without changing contents.
Dual-level Semantic Consistency. To preserve the semantic contents during
the image translation, we propose a dual-level semantic consistency on both
feature level and image level to constrain the contents.
On the feature level, given the generated source-style image xs̃ and the original target image xt as inputs, a perceptual loss Lper is imposed onto the latent
features of the ImageNet pre-trained VGG module ϕ, thus narrowing the perceptual differences between them:
  \mathcal {L}_{\text {per}}^{\phi }(x_{\tilde {s}}, x_s)=\frac {1}{C H W}\left \|\phi (x_{\tilde {s}})-\phi (x_t)\right \|_{2}^{2} 

(4)

However, merely using this perceptual loss in the spatial space is not powerful
enough to ensure semantic consistency. This is mainly because the latent features
are deeply-encoded, and some important semantic cues may be lost. Many previous works [36,64,60,19,22,94,93] suggest that the Fourier transformations from
one domain to another only affect the amplitude, but not the phase of their
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spectrum, where the phase component retains most of the contents in the original signals, while the amplitude component mainly contains styles. And inspired
by [93], we consider explicitly penalizing the semantic inconsistency by ensuring
the phase is retained before and after the image translation. For a single-channel
image x, its Fourier transformation F(x) is formulated:

  \label {eq:fft} \mathcal {F}(x)(u, v)=\sum _{h=0}^{H-1} \sum _{w=0}^{W-1} x(h, w) e^{-j 2 \pi \left (\displaystyle {\frac {h}{H}} u+\displaystyle {\frac {w}{W}} v\right )} 

(5)

As such, we enforce phase consistency between the original target image xt
and the source-style image xs̃ by minimizing the following loss Lph :
  \mathcal {L}_{ph}(x_{\tilde {s}}, x_t) = - \sum _{j} \dfrac {\langle \mathcal {F}(x_t)_j, \mathcal {F}(x_{\tilde {s}})_j\rangle }{\|\mathcal {F}(x_t)_j\|_{2}\cdot \|\mathcal {F}(x_{\tilde {s}})_j\|_{2}} \label {eq:phase-constraint} 

(6)

where ⟨, ⟩ is the dot-product, and ∥ · ∥2 is the L2 norm. Note that Eq. (6)
is the negative cosine distance between the original phases and the generated
phases. Therefore, by minimizing Lph , we can directly minimize their imagelevel differences on the Fourier spectrum and keep the phase consistency.
Intra-domain Spectrum Mixup. Given the unlabeled target data, we observe
that the generator cannot perform well due to the lack of consideration of intradomain domain shifts across different target subsets. If training only on the seen
training subsets of the target domain and testing on the unseen testing subsets
of the target domain, image qualities of the source-style domain could be lessdesired. As such, we wish to a learn more robust generator G under varying
environmental changes, e.g., illumination, color.
Since previous findings [36,64,60,19,22,94,93,86] reveal that phase tends to
preserve most contents in the Fourier spectrum of signals, while the amplitude
mainly contains domain-specific styles, we propose to generate diversified images that retain contents but with new styles in the continuous frequency space.
Through the FFT algorithm [59], we can efficiently compute the Fourier transformation F(xt ) and its inverse transformation F −1 (xt ) of the target image
xt ∈ Dt via Eq. 5. The amplitude and phase components are formulated as:
 \label {abs_pha} \begin {aligned} \mathcal {A}(x_t)(u, v)&=\left [R^{2}(x_t)(u, v)+I^{2}(x_t)(u, v)\right ]^{1 / 2} \\ \mathcal {P}(x_t)(u, v)&=\arctan \left [\frac {I(x_t)(u, v)}{R(x_t)(u, v)}\right ], \end {aligned} 
(7)
where R(xt ) and I(xt ) denote the real and imaginary part of F(xt ), respectively.
For RGB images, the Fourier transformation for each channel is computed independently to get the corresponding amplitude and phase components.
Inspired from [99,86], we introduce intra-domain spectrum mixup (SpecMix)
by linearly interpolating between the amplitude spectrums of two arbitrary im′
ages xkt , xkt from the same unlabeled target domain Dt :
  \label {eq:specmix} \hat {\mathcal {A}}(x_{t}^{k}) = (1-\lambda )\mathcal {A}(x_{t}^{k}) + \lambda \mathcal {A}(x_{t}^{k'}), 

(8)
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where λ ∼ U (0, η), and the hyper-parameter η controls the strength of the
augmentation. The mixed amplitude spectrum is then combined with the original
phase spectrum to reconstruct a new Fourier representation:
  \mathcal {F}(\hat {x}_{t}^{k})(u, v)=\hat {\mathcal {A}}(x_{t}^{k})(u, v) * e^{-j * \mathcal {P}(x_{t}^{k})(u, v)}, 

(9)

which is then fed to inverse Fourier transformation to generate the interpolated
image: x̂kt = F −1 [F(x̂kt )(u, v)].
This proposed intra-domain spectrum mixup is illustrated in Fig 2. By conducting the aforementioned steps, we could generate unseen target samples with
new style and the original content in continuous frequency space. Thus, by feeding forward those diversified images to the generator G, the generalization abilities across different subsets within the target domain could be further enhanced.
3.3

Overall Objective and Optimization

Entropy loss. Minimizing the Shannon entropy of the label probability distribution has been proved to be effective in normal UDA task [58,74,83,65,75].
In this paper, we compute entropy loss via the classifier and depth estimator,
respectively. The total entropy loss are penelized with Lent = Lent1 + Lent2 .
  \label {eq:robust-entropy} \begin {aligned} & \mathcal {L}_{ent1} = \sum _{c=1}^{C} -\langle p_c(x_{\tilde {s}}) \cdot \log ( p_c(x_{\tilde {s}}) )\rangle \\ & \mathcal {L}_{ent2} = \sum _{c=1}^{C} \sum _{h=1}^{H} \sum _{w=1}^{W} -\langle r_c(x_{\tilde {s}})(h, w) \cdot \log ( r_c(x_{\tilde {s}}(h,w)) )\rangle \end {aligned} 
(10)

Total loss. During the adaptation procedure, the parameters of the source
model F , H R, and the VGG module ϕ are fixed, and we only optimize the
parameters of the generator G. The total loss Ltotal is the weighted sum of the
aforementioned loss functions:
  \label {eq:total} \mathcal {L}_{total} = \mathcal {L}_{stat} + \mathcal {L}_{per} + \lambda _{ent} \mathcal {L}_{ent} + \lambda _{ph} \mathcal {L}_{ph},

(11)

where λent , λph , are the weighting coefficients for the loss Lent , Lph respectively.

4

Experiments

In this section, we first describe the experimental setup in Section 4.1, including
the benchmark datasets and the implementation details. Then, in Section 4.2, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method compared to the state-ofthe-art approaches and related works on multi-source scenarios and single-source
scenarios. Next, in Section 4.3, we conduct ablation studies to investigate the
role of each component in the method. Finally, we provide more visualization
and analysis in Section 4.4 to reveal the insights of the proposed method.
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Fig. 3: ROC curves compared to the state-of-the-art FAS approaches

Table 1: Comparisons to the-state-of-art FAS methods on four testing domains
O&C&I to M
O&M&I to C
O&C&M to I
I&C&M to O
HTER(%) AUC(%) HTER(%) AUC(%) HTER(%) AUC(%) HTER(%) AUC(%)
IDA [81]
66.6
27.8
55.1
39.0
28.3
78.2
54.2
44.6
LBPTOP [15]
36.9
70.8
42.6
61.5
49.5
49.5
53.1
44.0
MS LBP [55]
29.7
78.5
54.2
44.9
50.3
51.6
50.2
49.3
ColorTexture [3]
28.0
78.4
30.5
76.8
40.4
62.7
63.5
32.7
29.2
82.8
34.8
71.9
34.4
65.8
29.6
77.5
Binary CNN [87]
Auxiliary (ALL) [51]
28.4
27.6
Auxiliary (Depth) [51]
22.7
85.8
33.5
73.1
29.1
71.6
30.1
77.6
MMD-AAE [42]
27.0
83.1
44.5
58.2
31.5
75.1
40.9
63.0
MADDG [68]
17.6
88.0
24.5
84.5
22.1
84.9
27.9
80.0
RFM [69]
13.8
93.9
20.2
88.1
17.3
90.4
16.4
91.1
16.7
90.5
23.1
85.5
18.2
94.6
25.2
81.8
SSDG-M [31]
DRDG [49]
12.4
95.8
19.1
88.8
15.6
91.8
15.6
91.8
ANRL [48]
10.8
96.8
17.9
89.3
16.0
91.0
15.7
91.9
SDA-FAS [78]
15.4
91.8
24.5
84.4
15.6
90.1
23.1
84.3
DIPE-FAS [15]
18.2
25.5
20.0
17.5
11.4
96.4
20.8
86.3
12.3
93.0
21.2
86.9
VLAD-VSA [79]
Ours
9.2
98.0
12.2
93.0
10.0
96.0
14.4
92.6
Methods

4.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets. We use four public datasets that are widely-used in FAS research
to evaluate the effectiveness of our method: OULU-NPU [4] (denoted as O),
CASIA-MFSD [104] (denoted as C), Idiap Replay-Attack [10] (denoted as I),
and MSU-MFSD [81] (denoted as M). Strictly following the same protocols as
previous UDA FAS methods [79,78,32,77,54], we use source domains to train
the source model, the training set of the target domain for adaptation, and the
testing set of the target domain for inference. Half Total Error Rate (HTER)
and Area Under Curve (AUC) are used as the evaluation metrics [68].
Implementation Details. Our method is implemented via PyTorch on 24G
NVIDIA 3090Ti GPU. We use the same backbone as existing works [49,48]. Note
that we do not use any domain generalization techniques but just a binary classification loss and a depth loss during the first stage. We extract RGB channels
of images, thus the input size is 256 × 256 × 3. In the second stage, the coefficients λph and λent are set to 0.01 and 0.01 respectively. The generator G [113]
is trained with the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-4.
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Table 2: Comparisons (HTER) to unsupervised domain adaptation methods
Method
ADDA [73]
DRCN [18]
Dup-GAN [28]
Auxliary [50]
De-spoof [34]
STASN [92]
Yang et al. [89]
KSA [40]
ADA [76]
DIPE-FAS [54]
DR-UDA [77]
USDAN-Un [32]
Ours

C −→ I
41.8
44.4
42.4
27.6
28.5
31.5
49.2
39.2
17.5
18.9
15.6
16.0
15.1

C −→ M
36.6
27.6
33.4
−
−
−
18.1
14.3
9.3
−
9.0
9.2
5.8

I −→ C
49.8
48.9
46.5
28.4
41.1
30.9
39.6
26.3
41.6
30.1
34.2
30.2
29.7

I −→ M
35.1
42.0
36.2
−
−
−
36.7
33.2
30.5
−
29.0
25.8
20.8

M −→ C
39.0
28.9
27.1
−
−
−
49.6
10.1
17.7
−
16.8
13.3
12.2

M −→ I
35.2
36.8
35.4
−
−
−
49.6
33.3
5.1
−
3.0
3.4
2.5

Average
39.6
38.1
36.8
−
−
−
40.5
26.1
20.3
−
17.9
16.3
14.4

Table 3: Comparison to the source-free domain adaptation methods
O&C&I to M
O&M&I to C
O&C&M to I
I&C&M to O
HTER(%) AUC(%) HTER(%) AUC(%) HTER(%) AUC(%) HTER(%) AUC(%)
AdaBN [38]
20.5
88.0
34.5
72.0
27.7
80.3
28.2
80.8
TENT [75]
20.1
88.0
35.0
71.2
27.2
79.6
28.3
80.7
SDAN [23]
17.7
90.0
25.9
81.3
28.2
84.2
32.9
75.0
SHOT [46]
15.0
87.6
20.1
84.3
40.2
57.8
25.3
78.2
G-SFDA [90]
37.5
67.8
38.9
67.2
32.6
73.6
40.4
63.7
NRC [91]
15.0
87.4
47.8
52.4
22.1
82.3
26.6
78.8
DIPE-FAS [54]
18.2
25.5
20.0
17.5
15.4
91.8
24.5
84.4
16.4
92.0
23.1
84.3
SDA-FAS [78]
Ours
9.2
98.0
12.2
93.0
10.0
96.0
14.4
92.6
Methods

4.2

Comparisons to the State-of-the-art Methods

To validate the generalization capability towards the target domain on the FAS
task, we perform two experimental settings of UDA FAS, i.e., multi-source domain adaptation and single-source domain adaptation, respectively.
Comparisons to FAS methods in multi-source adaptation. As shown in
Table 1 and Fig. 3, our method outperforms all the state-of-the-art FAS methods
under four challenging benchmarks, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our
method. Conventional FAS approaches [81,15,55,3,87,51] do not consider learning the domain-invariant representations across domains and show less-desired
performances. Besides, almost all DG FAS methods [42,68,31,69,48,49] lack a
clear target direction for generalization, resulting in unsatisfactory performance
in the target domain. Our method outperforms all the DG approaches by significant improvements in both HTER and AUC. A few DA approaches [79,78,15]
conduct the experiments under this multi-source setting, while they all directly
fit the model to the target domain with insufficient supervision and neglect the
low-level features for adaptation, leading to undesirable outcomes. In contrast,
our method is superior to them by a large margin in four challenging benchmarks.
Comparisons to FAS methods in single-source adaptation. To make a
fair comparison to the normal UDA approaches in the FAS task, we also conduct
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Fig. 4: The t-SNE visualization of features in different ablation studies
Table 4: Ablation of each component on four benchmarks
ID Baseline NSC DSC SpecMix
I
II
III
IV

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

O&C&I to M
HTER AUC
29.2
77.8
20.0
89.0
14.1
92.0
9.2
98.0

O&M&I to C
HTER AUC
32.7
76.4
28.7
79.7
14.4
90.8
12.2
93.0

O&C&M to I
HTER AUC
19.4
85.8
17.3
88.4
13.8
91.5
10.0
96.0

I&C&M to O
HTER AUC
27.1
80.9
21.1
84.9
16.5
90.7
14.4
92.6

experiments in single-source scenarios, where source models are pre-trained on
the single-source domain. From Table 2, it is obvious to find that our proposed
approach shows superiority under four of the six adaptation settings and achieves
the best average HTER results. In some hard adaptation tasks, e.g., I → C, and
M → C, we can achieve the competitive results to the state-of-the-art methods.
Interestingly, we find that some results in Table 2 are superior to results of
Table 1. We guess the reason is that when training on multi-source domains, the
style distribution is complicated, and it is hard to train a stable generator G,
leading to inferior performances. Instead, training on only one source domain
with simple style distribution is easier to obtain a better generator G.
Comparison to the related SFDA methods. Table 3 presents the comparison results with source-free domain adaptation (SFDA) approaches in four multisource scenarios. As we can see, if we directly adapt the state-of-the-art SFDA
approaches to the FAS task, the performances are less-desired. For example, some
unsupervised/self-supervised techniques utilize pseudo labeling [54], neighborhood clustering [91,90], entropy minimization [46,75] and meta-learning [78] to
reduce the domain gap between the source pre-trained model and the unlabeled
target domain. The main reasons are two-fold. 1) Almost all of them do not fully
utilize the source domain knowledge stored in the pre-trained model, which is
not sufficient for feature alignment. 2) They largely neglect the intra-domain gap
in the target domain itself, and do not consider learning a more robust domaininvariant representation under varying environmental changes within the target.
In contrast, we address these two issues in an explicit manner, and show outstanding improvements on these challenging benchmarks.
4.3

Ablation Studies

In this section, we perform ablation experiments to investigate the effectiveness
of each component, including inter-domain neural statistic consistency (NSC),
intra-domain spectrum mixup (SpecMix), dual-level semantic consistency (DSC).
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Table 5: Effect of hyper-parameter η of SpecMix
(a) Effect of SpecMix (η) on the training (b) Effect of SpecMix (η) on the inference
of our proposed model on O&C&I to M of a well-trained FAS model on Idiap (I)
η
0
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
HTER 14.1 9.2 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
AUC 92.0 98.0 97.9 97.8 97.3 97.2

η
0
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
HTER 0
0
0
0
0
0.4
AUC 100 100 100 100 100 99.9

Effectiveness of each component. Table 4 shows the ablation studies of each
component in four different settings. The baseline means directly feeding forward the target image to the source-trained FAS model for prediction, and the
results are with 77.8%, 76.4%, 85.8%, 80.9% AUC, respectively on O&C&I to
M, O&M&I to C, O&C&M to I, and I&C&M to O, setting. By adding NSC,
we boost the AUC performances to 89.0%, 79.7%, 88.4%, and 84.9%, respectively. Moreover, by adding DSC, we effectively achieve 92.0%, 90.8%, 91.5%,
and 90.7%, respectively. Finally, our proposed SpecMix effectively increases the
performance to 98.0%, 93.0%, 96.0%, 92.6% on four benchmarks, respectively.
These improvements reveal the effectiveness and the complementarities of individual components of our proposed approach.
The t-SNE visualization of features. To understand how GDA framework
aligns the feature representations, we utilize t-SNE to visualize the feature distributions of both the source and target datasets. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), we
observe that the source data can be well discriminated by binary classification,
however, the target data can not be well-classified between the real and fake faces
without domain adaptation. From Fig. 4 (b), by adding NSC, the classification
boundary becomes more clear but there are still some samples misclassified near
the decision boundary, the main reason is that it lacks the constraints on the
image contents during the generation. As such, by further adding DSC in Fig.
4 (c), the above issue is alleviated to some extent. By bridging both the interdomain gap and intra-domain gap in Fig. 4 (d), our approach manages to learn
a better decision boundary between these two categories, and meanwhile, our
target features between different domains become more compact to align.
Discussions on SpecMix. Regarding that SpecMix could generate new styles
in continuous frequency space, it it natural to ask several questions: Will SpecMix
change the category during the adaptation? Will mixing amplitude information
affect the face liveness? We conduct several experiments to answer the questions.
Note that we use a hyper-parameter η to control the strength of augmentation
in our SpecMix. Higher η leads to a larger upper bound ratio to mix another
image’s amplitude from the same batch with that of the current image. (1). In
Table 5 (a), we investigate the effect of η on the training of our proposed GDA
framework. During the adaptation, we find that if we set η=0, which means the
intra-domain gaps are neglected, the performance is not perfect. If ranging η
from 0.1 to 0.5, the performance changes are very slight compared to the best
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Fig. 5: Visualization of the target image xt and the source-style image xs̃

Fig. 6: Spoof details in the target images xt and source-style images xs̃

one when setting η = 0.1, but still achieves the state-of-the-art results. (2). As
shown in Table 5 (b), we study the sensitivity of η during the inference of a
well-trained FAS model on Idiap Replay-Attack dataset. If ranging η from 0.1 to
0.4, there are no performance changes, and when η=0.5, the effect is still slight.
From these two aspects, we set η = 0.1 in all experiments, and under such cases,
we argue that mixing the amplitude will not affect the face liveness.
4.4

Visualization and Analysis

Visualizations of generated images with source styles. To further explore
whether the generator succeeds or not in stylizing the target images xt to a
generated images xs̃ that preserves the target content with the source style, we
visualize the adapted knowledge in the setting of I&C&M to O. As shown in
Fig. 5, with the help of our proposed NSC, no matter what kind of faces they
are, real faces or fake faces, the style differences between the source domain and
the target domain are successfully captured by the generator, which illustrates
the effectiveness of our proposed NSC. Besides, as shown in Fig. 6, the semantic
consistency, especially the spoof details, e.g., moire patterns, paper reflection,
are well-maintained between the original target images and the pseudo source
images, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed DSC.
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Fig. 7: Visualization of domain discrepancy (MMD and BN variance) of features

Visualizations of cross-domain discrepancy. As shown in Fig. 7 (a), we
measure the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) across domains. Source Only
denotes directly forwarding the testing image to the source model without any
domain adaptation techniques. Compared to Source Only, our model effectively
reduce the MMD in both the shallow blocks and deep blocks, especially in the
shallow blocks, which confirms that our framework successfully translate the
target images to the source-style images. In Fig. 7 (b), we visualize the curve
of mean discrepancy and variance discrepancy of each BN layer. As we can see,
if directly feeding the target images to the source model in the test phase, the
variation of the mean in BN between the source and the target (the red curve) is
much larger than our method with domain adaptation methods (yellow curve).
Our approach effectively prevents such feature misalignment. Besides, from Fig.
7 (c), we observe that the variation of variance in BN by feeding the source image
to the source model (blue curve) is similar to that with our GDA (yellow curve),
which means that our BN statistics effectively align with the source ones.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we reformulate UDA FAS as a domain stylization problem, aiming
to fit the target data onto the well-trained models without changing the models. We propose Generative Domain Adaptation (GDA) framework with several
carefully designed components. Firstly, we present an inter-domain neural statistic consistency (NSC) to guide the generator generating the source-style domain.
Then, we introduce a dual-level semantic consistency (DSC) to prevent the generation from semantic distortions. Finally, we design an intra-domain spectrum
mixup (SpecMix) to reduce the intra-domain gaps. Extensive experiments with
analysis demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach.
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